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Symmetric Bilinear Forms and Quadratic Forms 
In 171, :\lilnor associated to each field F a graded and graded commutative 
I-ing K F. ‘I’he factor ring k .:F ~-1 K,F?K,F is then a graded commutative 
algclxa over the field F, with 2 elements. \Vhen one assumes that F is either 
:I gl:)hal iicld or one of Its local completions, but of characteristic not 2, k,F 
is related to the qlladratic reciprocit>- law of F. This can he accomplished 
througll tile LYitt ring of anisotropic quadratic forms. In [8], iLIilnor showed 
tha; /r f  P is always related to the \\‘itt ring of anisotropic symmetric hilincal 
forms, regardless of the characteristic of E’. Hn~vwer, for global or local fields 
1.’ of characteristic 2, the connection between k,F and the quadratic reciprocit!, 
Ian of F (in the sense of Hraucr group) is not in evidence. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to separate formally quadratic 
forms from symmetric bilinear forms. This is done in Section I \Ve examine 
a numlwr of ezan~l~les in this setting. In particular, the notion of a quadratic 
Inill> from a finite vector space of characteristic 2 into the ring Z;4Z as intro- 
daccd 11). I<. II. Erown [3] is anal!xd in some detail in lkample I .4. \\:r 
tlic.1) rvstorc quadratic reciprocitv f0r fields of characteristic 2 in .%ction 2. 
Iic~ugliI~-, quadratic reciprucit\ laws arc connected with quadratic for:ns as 
cycted. In Section 3 we eraminc some of the relations with G&is cohomc~l- 
o,g;. It should 1)~ ohservcd that we hare cuploitcd inseparability in scx~ernl 
cr-itical steps among the pronfs. I:or fklds of characteristic not 2, the countcr- 
pxt of our ‘I%cc~rem 2 is 0!3cn. 
I ani intlrbted to J. Alilnor and I>. Sullivan for several illuminating dis- 
cussions. 
1. \\‘c revitw some standard definitions in order to fix our notations. 
1 ,ct .-I 13~2 any commutative ring (always with unit). An inner product /l-mod- 
ulc‘ consists of an .-l-module .I2 together with a symmetric bilinear map 
I,’ : .II ,’ .;I2 + .?. A quadratic A-module consists of an A-module :II 
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together with a quadratic map Q : ill-+ -4; the associated symmetric bilinear 
map B, : M x M-t A is given by R&x, y) _ Q(x + y) - Q(x) - Q(y). 
(IZI, B,) is then an inner product ,4-module canonically associated IO the 
quadratic A-module (Al, Q). These modules are called nonsingular when the 
underlying i2-modules are finitely generated, projective over -4, and when 
the associated symmetric bilinear maps lead to A-isomorphisms between M 
and its dual Atl* ~7. Hom,,j(ilI, .-I). A nonsingular inner product (respectively, 
quadratic) A-module is called hyperbolic if it is the direct sum of two 4-sub- 
modules each totally annihilated by the symmetric bilinear (respectively, 
quadratic) map. The Grothendieck ring 23(A) is the ring generated by the 
isomorphism classes of nonsingular inner product A,l-modules. If  [;II] denotes 
the isomorphism class of IIJ, then the elements of 23(.4) are formal differences 
[:lZ] ~~~ [S]. The equality [!I21 - [LV] = [JI’] ~~-- [:\“I means that there 
is a nonsingular inner product A-module P such that :If ‘3 AV’ ‘E) PI”_ 
31’ _ ) :‘I’ JJ P, where c’J denotes orthogonal direct sum. Addition and multi- 
plication in 23(.-l) are induced from orthogonal direct sum and tensor product, 
respectively. In a similar way, G(A) will denote the Grothendieck group 
generated by the isomorphism classes of nonsingular quadratic zA-modules. 
It is important to note that there is no obvious definition of a quadratic map 
on the tensor product of two quadratic A4-modulcs. It is easy to see that the 
formal differences of the classes of hyperbolic modules form, respectively, 
an ideal @3(.4) of ‘H(A) and a subgroup 9~1(~4) of %2(A). Following Knebusch 
[5], the factor ring ~vi,,(a) = %(L4)l@3(L4) IS called the \Vitt ring of -4. 
Similarly, the factor group WJL4) emu: ?2(-4)/$E(il) is called the Witt group 
(or the Witt module) of A. The relation between these objects is contained 
in the following statement: 
‘IIHEOREM 1. Let z4 be any commutntk~e ring. Let (M, 19) denote an inner 
product .l-module and let (:V, Q) denote a quadratic Al-module. 
(a) There is a unique quadratic map P : M /B , ,V --+ .4 with tlre.followin,a 
properties : 
(i) P(x By) = B(x, x) ,Q(y) for all x in &I and y  in N, 
(ii) B,(x @ y, .w’ 0 y’) = B(s, .x’) B&y, y’) ,for all x, Y’ in AlI and 
y  , y’ in N. 
(b) The map P named in (a) is compatible with respect to tensor produrt 
(of inner product A-modules) and with respect to orthogonal direct sums (of 
inner product 24-modules and of quadratic .4-modules). 
(c) When (M, B) and (N, Q) are nonsingular, so is (M f&,4 IV, P). If, 
in addition, either (M, B) or (N, Q) is hyperbolic, so is (M On N, P). 
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(d) The product wzap P named in (3) turns C(A) into a %(:-l)-module. 
Similarly, WV&A) is a Wi,,(il)-module. Th e map assigning to each quadvutic 
A-I-wlodule its associated inner product =2-module induces module 1~omonzovphiswt.s 
of E(A) into !3(A) and qf W,,(,-I) info Wi,,,,(.4). When 2 is not a zero-dizkol 
iw A, these homomorphkms are inject&. When 2 is a unit in ;I, they are 
hijectke so thaf G(A) and H~,rl(A) are, respectively, jpee modules q‘ rank 1. 
When 2 0 in A, C(L4) awd I+,,(A) are mapped into @I3(;3) awd 0, 
respectize!y. 
Proof. Let T be any generating subset of an A-module S. -% quadratic 
map P on S is determined by its restriction to 7’ together with the restriction 
of B, to I’ x T. This observation gives the unicity statement of (a). Mhen S 
is a free A-module with T as a free A-basis, then a random map P : 7’ + .-I 
together u-ith a symmetric map R, : ‘I’ jl 7’ --, A such that RP(t, t) =m 2P(t) 
for all t in T, can be extended to a quadratic map on S. If  we take .S to be 
the free A-module with free .4-basis 7’ -= AI;II xj N, we can use (i) and (ii) 
to define a quadratic map I’ on S. Straightforward calculations shovv that the 
map I’ can be used to define a quadratic map on the canonical factor module 
,ll @,, :?’ of 5’. This completes the proof of (a). 
The proofs of (b), (c) and (d) are equallv straightforward and \vill lx 
omitted. 
IVe will now cons&r several examples. Practically all of them are well 
known, usually in slightly different formulation. Let M be a free :!-module 
with free basis xi , I C, i c- II, and let ibCj:J be a symmetric ~z x n matrix with 
entries h,., in A. UTl:e can then introduce an inner product on ill so that 
B(s, , .yi) btj . Al is nonsingular if and only if det((bzj, ) is a unit in .-I. r\‘c 
will often write 31 =- (h,,‘ and identify the matrix with the isomorphism 
class of zlII (when appropriate) in %(A) as well as in Tl’i,,(A). For cxamplc, 
,\ I ~ corresponds to the identity element of the ring B(d) as well as that of 
bVil~.(A). In %(A), -(,I> and <--1 arc never the same; they are, ho~vevcr, 
the same in lX’inn(=l). 
EXAiwL~i 1 . I d is any algebraically closed field. %3(d) G Z, the iso- 
morphism is given by the rank map. Winn(A) g F, . a(iz) z 22 or 2 when 
identified with its image in B(A); the choice is according to the characteristic 
whether A~l is 2 or is not 2. Similarly, W’&A4) is 0 or F, 
EXAhIPLE 1.2. .? is any real closed field. Let t = (-- 12 - <I,. Then 
%(a3) -~ Z[t];‘(t” + 21). It’inn(A) g Z, tl le isomorphism arises from the 
signature map; in particular, f  is mapped onto -2. This is the unique ring 
homomorphism from %(A) to 2 besides the rank map which sends t onto 0. 
D(A) E B(r3) and WQ,(A) z Winn(A) canonically. 
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ExAnIPLE 1.3. A = Z is the ring of rational integers. B(Z) s 93(R) E 
Z[t]/(P + 2t) through the embedding of Z in R. C(Z) = ZE, + Zh, vvherc 
E, is the Cartan matrix associated to the simple complex Lie algebra of type 
E, and h 7~ <: :>,. G(Z) is identified with its canonical image in %3(Z). 
Recall the relation between the quadratic map, and its associated bilinear 
map is given by 2_O(x) =- B(x, x). Additively, s(Z) and G(Z) are free Abelian 
groups of rank 2. H/ii,,(Z) g bl’riin(R) 2 Z through the embedding of Z 
in R followed by the signature map. W&Z) z 82 under the signature map; 
it is also obtained by sending Es onto 8 and k onto 0. The proofs of these 
assertions are contained in [6] and [ 131. 
EsAn1x.E I .4. Let A be the ring of 2-adic integers. 
Additively, %(.1) g Z mr Zi4Z -1. 2,122 with (I,., f  and s as generators. 
Winn(A) s Z[t, s]/(t + 2, 4t, st, s’). Additively, Pl’i,,,,(zg) is Z/SZ f  Z/22. 
There are exactly two ring homomorphisms from H’tnn(A) into Z/SZ. One 
of these is the 1Vu homomorphism; this can be defined by sending s onto 4. 
The other is the Brown homomorphism; it can be defined by sending s 
onto 0. U(A) = Zu + Z/r, where u =m <f f) and h = (y i). In B(A), we have 
11 := t - 2 and ZL = 2 + s -- t. TV&A4) g Z!2Z corresponds to the ideal 
generated by s -I- 4. The jVu homomorphism carries the image of W&A) 
in Wi,,(A) onto 0 while the Brown homomorphism carries the image of 
?,l;;d(A4) in Winn(A) onto 42,182. l&i-e intrinsic descriptions of Wu’s and 
Brown’s homomorphisms are given belou-: 
Let I’ be a nonsingular inner product A-module. For 7: t I’, set 
X(U) == B(o, 21). A’ then induces a F, =- Lgj2Ail homomorphism from 1’121’ 
into F, Since R is nonsingular, we can find a unique z,, + 21’ such that 
B(z, z>) = N(V) = B(v, 0”) mod 28 holds for all F in I’. &a,, , 2)“) is uniquely 
determined in Aj8d = Z/SZ. B(v, , o,,) -1 8A is then called the Wu invariant 
of I-. The uniqueness of B(v, , 7;J is seen as follows: Suppose z’r = 71” -1 22~. 
Then B(‘ui , zti) = B(v,, , cc’“) $ 4B(u,, zc) + ~B(w, w). But B(E), w) = B(v,, , w) 
mod 2.4, thus, B(n, , zi) = B(v, , zO) mod 8A as desired. It is easy to see 
that the 1Vu invariant leads to the Wu homomorphism as indicated. It is 
clear that the preceding argument depends only on A being a valuation ring 
with residue class field F, and with 2 (;‘- 0) as a generator of the maximal 
ideal of -4. In particular, it works when -4 is replaced by the valuation ring 
associated to the prime 2 in Q. 
A variation of the preceding argument gives the Brown homomorphism. 
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The map :V : K + -rl defined in the preceding paragraph induces a map 
from the .~1/2A --= F, vector space C’/217 into the ring .g/4A -7 Zi4Z. It is 
quadratic in the sense of Brown [3]. N amely, AV(z + w) - V(v) - -V(w) 
2B(a, ZC) and B reduced mod 2.4 gives a nonsingular inner product structure 
on 1’;‘21,’ as a F, vector space. \Ye assert that every pair (d3,f) with ill a 
vector space over F2 and with f  : &l -Z,‘4Z quadratic arise in the manner 
described. Let (-22, 6) be the nonsingular inner product F,-space associated 
to (A’, f) so that f(x + y) ~. ,f(x) - .f(y) 26(x, y) holds (F, is identified 
with 2A-1j4.4 -. 22142 additively through multiplication b!, 2!). To show 
that (AI, j’) arises in the manner described, it is sufficient to consider the 
case when -11 is orthogonally indecomposable with respect to the inner 
product 6. ‘Thus :U is either one or two dimensional over F, . I f  .I2 is one 
dimensional with basis x, then f(x) is 1 or ~. I mod 4 (both are possible 
quadratic maps). ‘I’he first is the reduction of iI,) and (5 while the second 
is the reduction of _-- I i and /3: . I f  il/ is two dimensional and indecompos- 
able, then it is easy to see that b(.v, y) : 1 for any pair of nonzcro elements 
s /- 3’ in AI vvhill: h(a, z) is always zei-o. It follows that either f(z) -= 2 niocd 4 
for all .v - ,.J 0 or ,f(,z) = 2 mod 4 holds for exactI!- one of the three nonzcro 
elements in ,\I. The first is the reduction of ,.: iI> as well as of ;: -.i> while 
the second is the reduction of ,,y A;,. The Grothendieck ring of quadratic 
pairs (-12, .f) as defined by Brown is precisely the image of our ‘23(z-1) when 
s is sent onto 0. The cobordism ring of Brown is then the image of ll’inii(--l) 
under the homomorphism vvhich maps s onto 0, namely it is Z%Z. 
The determination of %(A) is made eas!. through [IO]. \\:e sketch the 
argument only. 23(&-l) is additiveiy generated by \N, with (I I-anging over the 
units of &-! mod squares. It is therefore clear that ,,, 1,) s and t generate ‘B(A) 
as a ring. The isomorphism 15,) ,I-- (5 : c: I,, + (, I ) shows that gL ::- 0 =: 2s. 
Similarly-, st --. 0 and t’ I- 2t := 0. A calculation by way of 21 shows that 
i’l ~;. < 1 > -1 <:I,, -I- (1: _z \-I > ~-- f  --I’< .~ ;--I, + <\-- ],,s(>thatJt -1: 0. 
EIere WC: recall that a unit in A is a square if and only if it is 1 mod 8d. A 
calculation of determinant ~110~s that .s / 0, s ,I- 21. lJsing the fact that -~- 1 
is not a sum of two squares in the quotient field of d we can conclude that 
2t + 0. Putting these together with the rank homomorphism from B(a) 
to Z allows us to conclude that 93(A) is as described. 
‘lbc inclusion map from Z to .-2 induces a ring homomorphism from 
s(Z) to %(B) and one from Gl;ir,,(Z) to Il’i,,,,(rl). In either case, the image 
avoids s. \ve have an exact sequence 
0 ---f L!,,(Z) + Winn(Z) -+ W&m(A). 
Wu’s homomorphism and Brown’s homomorphism coincide on the image 
of T~inn(Z); they both correspond to reading the signature of a symmetric 
unimodular integral matrix mod 8. In particular, the signature mod 8 of such 
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a matrix is a 2-adic invariant-a fact which was independently verified by 
Dennis Sullivan in his topological investigations. 
The determinant defines a homomorphism from %(A) (viewed only addi- 
tively) to 11jC72, where I” is the group of units of the ring -J. This induces a 
homomorphism from Ll’i~~n(-~) ( g a ain, viewed only additively) to L’/{ 3: CT*). 
In the present situation, C’!{ 5 l,‘z} 1s a cyclic group of order 2; its nontrivial 
element is represented by 5. It is immediate that the kernel of this determinant 
map is the image of Win,,(Z). We can now complete our exact sequence to the 
evact sequence: 
The last homomorphism splits additively. In fact, U’inn(-g) can be viewed as 
the singular ring extension of the ideal L,Tj[& (I*> by the ring LVinn(Z)/ll,‘gd(Z). 
.1n element of 6$,:&A) is determined by its determinant together with either 
its Wu invariant, or its Brown invariant. 
1\;e have already observed that .-J could be replaced by the valuation ring 
Zcz) of the field Q of rational numbers. According to [9], there is a split 
exact sequence 
where the last map is only additive. IVi,,(F,) is easily seen to be F, . The 
first two rings have complicated structures which arc intimately tied up 
with the quadratic reciprocity laws. However, it is easy to see that both 
I$‘itln(Q) and Il’i~~n(Z~~)) split over their respective torsion ideals by the sub- 
ring Tl’inn(Z). LYc observe that B(Q) is generated as a ring by 1 ==::I, 
and ti : = ( i: - t<l, with i ranging over -- 1 together with all primes p :- 0. 
‘I’hese satisfy at least the relations: ti * + 2ti == 0; (tel + 2)t, -= 0; 2t,, = 0 
ifp f  3 mod 4 and 4t,, - 0 if p ~2 3 mod 4. Using the rank and signature 
homomorphisms, we get immediately that the torsion ideal of g(Q) is gener- 
ated by tp’s with p ranging over all the primes. The quotient ring is 
Z[tml]/(t”, + 2t..,). Clearly %(Q) splits over its torsion ideal. LVirln(Q) is 
obtained by setting tag, equal to -2. It is obvious that Tt’,nn(Q) also splits 
over its torsion ideal. LIoreover, the quotient ring of l’t,7i,,,(Q) mod its torsion 
ideal is isomorphic to Winn(Z) g Z through the signature map; and this is 
the unique ring homomorphism from Tl’inn(Q) to Z. By leaving out t, we 
get similar statements about Zce) in place of Q. We now have the assertion 
that the signature is the only integral invariant respecting the ring structure 
of Tl’i,,,(Zcz,). This invariant can of course be reduced mod anv integer ?n. 
HoTv-ever, there may be other ring homomorphisms from Ti7inn(Zcz)) to 
Z!NZZ (when m is divisible b>- 4). For esamplc, n-hen 711 ~ 8, the embedding of 
Zc.,) into its completion followed by either \\‘u’s homomorphism or Brown’s 
homomorphism will carry u =-.: ‘1’ i; onto 0 and 4 mod 8, respectively. The 
signature of u is of course 2. The point hrre is that the completion of Zf?) 
does not respect the signature mod 8 even though the completion of Z with 
respect to the 2-adic topologv does respect the signature mod 8. This is not 
surprising hecause Tlinn(Zcz) j is much larger than H’i,,,(Z). 
2. \I’e now concentrate our attention to the case of a field I; of character- 
istic 2. Let ,1f be a vector space v;ith basis s and y  over F. Let a, h and ( 
lie in F with h ./ 0. \\:e can define a quadratic map on 111 so that Q(.Y) a, 
&A% Y) 6 and Q(y) C. 4s such, .II is nonsingular. \\‘e will write 
LIf ~~ (,,‘jC) and note that iM cz ((,I (, +). ‘1’11~ Arf invariant of :l/ is the-n eq~ml 
to A(Af) -. ach “ +~ ‘$W E Fj$W, \vhcrc ‘It : 1; - + F is the additive homomor- 
phism defined by $3~ == .G .x ( .x2 Y). The Clifford algebl-a (‘(<II, C,) 
is then a quaternion algebra over F. Thus it determines an element of order 
at most 2 in the Rrauer group R(F) of I;. \\‘e will USC J(F) to denote the 
subgroup of B(F) generated by the elements of order 2. ‘I’he Cliffwd algebra 
of (,,lC) has been denoted by [u, C] in [I I]; when rr i 0, it is denoted b\ 
(0, no] in [12]. In general, (u, ‘I] will denote an IT-algehl-a I/ with F-basis 
I, U, ‘c’, 7’~ with relations: u2 - (1, 117, zu t and 9 7‘ : rl, where 
Q # 0, n, t/ in F. ‘I’he reduced norm :V on II turns lf into a nonsingular 
qtladratic F-module. As such, we hart 
(if, I\-) (FI ~1 Fz) 3 (Fu pi Fw) (z’,l) !;<I (,r(‘r,,,) 1 .,(I .,~ I ; ‘/ (, I,,). 
It is important to note that C’(H, :V) /I in B(F). 
FOI- convenience, we summarize some of the basic facts in the follo\ving 
lemma. 
LERZAIA I. 12;ith the preredin<T notations, we hap-e 
(I ) If 121 and h: are nonsingular quadratic F-mod&.$%, then A (.\I 4; :I;) --: 
.LI(~V) j O(;V), and C(M ,J :\‘) = C(:ll) N’$JF C(lV). 
(2) (,I,.) i (llc,) 2 (l’c.i<J ‘3 (,,‘,A and (IId) z (o’,,) ;f and (4~ ;f 
d t ‘UF. 
(3) ( , ] : B. I F --z aB(F) is bit&ear and induces LI surjectiw adclitise 
homomorphism from F./P cx> F,“‘$F onto ,R(F). 
(4) (a, d] :- I ; f  and only if there exist o(, 13 in I; such that 
a ~~~ a2 -r ql3 + dp‘l. In particular, (a, cl] I. 
(5) [ , ] : F x F--t $(I;) is bi-additive and satisfies: 
[ac2, b] [a, c”b], [LIZ, b] = 1 = [u, u] 
(6) IA JI and ;V be nonsingulur quadratic F-modules of rank 2. Then 
;lf T N ;f and only ijO(lzJ) = d(:V), and C(lil) = C(L%‘). 
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(I), (2) and (6) are well-known and can be found in [2]. The bilincarit> 
in (3) can be found in [12]. The surjectivity in (3) is a consequence of the 
basic facts of p-algebras [I, pp. 104-I 081, namely, when F has characteristic 2, 
e\-W-J’ element of order 2 in the Brauer group of F is represented by a tensor 
product of quatcrnion algebras. This assertion is an open question for fields 
of characteristic distinct from 2; however, it is valid when 17 is either a global 
or a local field. (4) can be found in [ 121, and (5) is a translation of (3) and (4). 
LINMA 2. Let F be (2 field of characteristic 2. I,et H (a, b] be a guatevnion 
dizision algebra over F, Suppose that II is split by a purel?, inseparable extension 
field h7 of exponent 2 oveY F. TJven we can find a’ EF’ and H t hr such tJzat 
(a, h] (a’, b] and Bz mm= a’. 
Proof. Let H _= FI + FE + Fu - l+u with u2 --= a, uv -t zw == I and 
9 1~ 71 ~ b. Using (4) of Lemma 1, we can find 01 and p in K such that: 
G ! a/3 A bp’ mm- a. By hypothesis, K’ CF. Thus a/3 c F and the subfield 
F(n, /I) -= F(0) of K already splits If. F(B) is clearly quadratic over F. EIon- 
ever, every quadratic splitting field of H is contained (up to F-isomorphism) 
in Ii. By inspection, we see that there is an element 20 EFI i- Fu + Fw 
with w” 6P =~- a’ t F. Adding to ,9 a suitable clement of F allows us to 
assume that w EFU + Fzu. Since 0 is not in F, we know that w + 0. 6Ve can 
thcreforc find w’) in Fu + Fw so that Fu $ Fw =Fz + FzL”. Indeed, 7~’ 
can be chosen so that Fw I Fw : (,,,(“,r,h). Thus (a, b] (a’, b] and our 
assertions arc verified. 
In [8], Milnor showed that foci,,, is a local ring of characteristic 2. \Ye 
wi!l summarize the main properties in the following lemma: 
LEntalA 3 (hlilnor). l,et F be ajirld of rhavacteristic 2. 
(I) iti\&F) is a Iocal ring qf characteristic 2 with masimal ideal I such 
that J+;,,,(F),II g F, , the jiela’ z)itJz 2 elements. 
(2) I is additively generated by t,, =-m (a‘ - i I, , a vravlges over the 
multiplicative group F’. t,,Z 0 always holds. 
(3) Fov a, b in F’, t,,t, :: t ,,,, - tn -- t, holds so that I” i.s additiveb 
generated by n-fold products of t,, ‘s. 
(4) If [F : F”] L= 2’ with e finite, then I” # 0 and I(‘71 = 0. We uill 
sometimes rail e the degree of imperfection of 5'. 
(5) For each intger n 0, there is a ranonical surjertion: 
k-,,F:‘2K,,F --t Ii”:‘I” I, 
TJzis surjection is bzj’ectize for n = 0, I and 2. he,,F is the n-th komogeneous 
componerlt of the gvaded and graded commutative Z-akebva I&F defined in [7]. 
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k*,F is the associative Z-algebra generated hy the symbols l(a), a E F’, subject 
only to the relations: 
/tab) = l(a) -I- l(b); anrt.tot- 0 ’ 0, I. I(a) 1( I a) 0. 
\\‘e note that when E is a field of characteristic not 2, (2) of Lemma 3 
becomes a definition. \Yith this definition, (3) and (5) of Lemma 3 remain 
valid. 
\Ve consider the [Vi,,,,(F)-module l,V&f+‘). TV,,,(F) can be tiltcred by the 
chain of submodules: 
LEMMA 4. Let F be a Jirld oj characteristic 2. 
(I) It’&F) is additizelv gerrrrated by ‘,a i s,, , where a 6 F’ and 
s,, = (I1o), b t F. 
(2) For each positive inte,rer n, iSiTZ’,,(F) ran be addi&eiy generated b-v 
an n-fold pvodurt of t, ‘s times s,, 
(3) For a i’- 0, 1, t,,.,, :g sr, = t,, 13 s, with c -= ab( 1 + a)-‘. 
Pwof. (I) is well known. (2) follows from (I) and Lemma 3. 
t 1 ,~,~ ,‘a s,) is isomorphic to the quadratic F-module induced by the reduced 
norm on the quaternion algebra (I :- a, b]. This is also denoted 1)~ 
[I a, (1 -f~ a) lb] ~~= [a, (1 + (I) ‘h] (n, c] with c ~7 ab(l I- 0) ~1 as indi- 
cated in Lemma I. (3) now holds. 
‘1‘IreolznI 2. Let F be aqv,field of characteristic 2. 
(i) Tile rjrj.invariant map gives a split exact sequence: 
_ 1 splitting map can be obtained by assignin, 0 to b + ‘@I; the isomorphism class 
St, .--- (Ilb) in W*,(F). 
(ii) Let ,B(F) be the subgroup of the Brauer group R(F) of F generated 
by the elements of order 2. To each nonsingular F-module M, let C(M) denote 
the element of B(F) determined by the Cliflord algebra of M. C,’ then gives a 
split e.vart sequence: 
0 -4 fLW,#;‘) m--j IIV,,,i(F) -A ,B(F) ---+ 0. 
I’roqf. (I) and (2) of Lemma 1 imply that d is a surjecti\-e homomorphism 
Lvith a splitting as indicated. It remains to show that kcr d := IW&F). 
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(2) of Lemma 4 together with the definition of A imply that IW,,(F) C ker A. 
Conversely, if M - a (,l~lcz) E ker d, then N = 3 (I*r,Lc,) is hyperbolic 
according to (2) of Lemma 1. In W&F) \ve then have 111 =~ i\’ k ;2K Wc 
may assume that all ai ‘s are nonzero. It is now clear that .lf :~: ,V f  111 : 
23 t,,z is s,, r E 1W,,(F). We have verified (i). 
(1) and ii) of Lemma 1 imply that C is a surjectivc homomorphism. :111 
the groups in our sequence are vector spaces o\er the field F, with 2 elements. 
It remains for us to show that ker C =-: PlV&F). The Clifford algebra of 
l ,a -- ‘~1 ‘j{c’h -1 (I :} @ (lll.) = t,,t, ($I s, is 
(1, c](a, c](b, c](ab, c] -= (a’b’, c] -- I. 
This together with (2) of Lemma 4 imply that PW,,(F) C ker C. 
1Ve must now verify that ker C C PW,,(F). Let C t,,, @ sbz =y: M lie in 
the kernel of C, where 1 -;I i : < n. If  n p= I, then (6) of Lemma 1 together 
with the remark preceding Lemma 1 imply that .?I is hyperbolic; ccuw+ 
quently, 1VZ = 0. \Ve now proceed by induction on II. C(M) =-mm 1 implies: 
Let K be the field F(O, ,..., 0,+,) with Bi’ == n, . Clearly, K splits (a, , bj] 
for i < n. Our relation implies that R also splits (n, , b,]. The remark 
preceding Lemma 1 together with Lemma 2 allow us to assume that K con- 
tains an element 0 with 0” m= a, \Ve can, therefore, find 6, in F’ together 
lvith monomial mj in a, ,..., a,_, (with exponent 0 or 1) such that 
un c bj%, . These nzj’s are linearly independent over P. 
TVe can write a,, == b%(l -)- c) with h === bj , and wz .-= razz , where c is a 
sum similar to a, but with one less terms. Using (2) and (3) of Lemma 3 we 
get t,, t,,, + t(,,,) modI”. Llsing (3) of I,emma 3 and (2) of Lemma 1 we 
can c”ombine t,,, @ s?, with z.i .7L t, ~3 sg 
the ai’s are unchang:d. [Ising (3) o? L 
mod PW&F) in such a way that 
e&a 4 together with the fact that c 
is similar to a7{ but with one less terms, we can proceed by induction to 
conclude that M = Cixzn tcli @ s(., mod PW&‘). We have already shown 
that IPMi(F) C ker C’; therefore, we can use (1) of Lemma 1 together with 
induction on n to conclude that ME PW,,(F). 
For convenience, we call a field of characteristic 2 _OC, if 1iIV&F) .-.= 0. 
QC,, is equivalent to F ~: $W. d perfect field is QC, . I f  [F : P] <: 2*, then 
P is QC, . To proceed further we recall the notion of a transfer map. Let E 
be an extension field of the field F. Let d2 be any quadratic E-module with 
quadratic map ,O. For any nonzeroSlinear map 7’ : E -+ F, then composition 
7’r fJ converts il3 into a quadratic F-mod&. It is easy to check that 
(111, T 0 Q) is nonsingular \vhen (-J;II, Q) is nonsingular. Clearly the assumption 
on the characteristic of fi’ is not essential. 2’ induces an additive homomor- 
phism from W’,,(E) to II/,,,(F). 
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(I) Jf .I/ (,I,!) is a quadvatir F-module, then (E I*)* .I/, 7‘ 5) 0) is the 
quadratic F-module {(a, + : I\) ... ( a,, 1 ‘I ~) (5 (llC1), where a, 0,“. 
(2) -4 quadratic F-module ?f the form 
((b, j I ; ‘.’ ; b,, 1 : ‘“(,‘d) 
is either nonisotropic or hyperbolic. 
Proof. (1) is a direct calculation. For (2) we let E P(8, ,..., O,,) with 
vi’ = hi I f  [E : F] < 2i, then the product f<:b,‘, -r (1 pi ‘.’ [(b,) + <:I \] is 
0 in Quinn and our quadratic module is hyperbolic; see [8]. I f  [E : F] 2”, 
then n-e proceed as in (1). I f  (E rSJF AT, 7’ c Q) is isotropic, then we can find 
u not equal to 0 in R (Y)~ AIZ such that Y’@(U)) = 0. Since T is the identity 
on F and E’ CF, we SW that T(Q(Eu)) m- 0. I3ut dim, Eu 2” and 
dim, B OF .II ~~ 2”-l; therefore, (E ij:ll, ;1L, T 0 0) is hyperbolic. 
LEXVA 6. Let F be a jirld oj‘ arbitrary characteristic. I,et II, and tl, be 
two yuatevnion algebras oz’er F. H, OF IL, has XYO divisors if and only if there 
is a quadratic extension jirld R of F such that 8.’ is isomorphic to a suitable sub- 
jield of HI axd of Hz over F. 
Proof. The condition is clearly, sufhcient. B split quaternion algebra 
contains every quadratic extension field of F up to &morphism; we ma) 
therefore assume that If, and Elr, are division algebras but Zf, BF FZ, is not. 
Let F(c) be a separable quadratic extension field contained in 11, . LVe 
can assume that 9 - z’ =- a t F. F!:e can find u in It, such that un ~~ (I - v)u 
and u” =~- tit F. I f  Hr gFF(7;) is not a division algebra, then E ~= F(w) must 
be isomorl~hic to a subfield of H, . Suppose that II1 faFE7(cu) is a division 
algebra. ITsing the fact that I and ZL form a vector space basis for H, lgr I12 
over H ’ Y i \5,1;F(z~) from tither side, w-e can conclude that (a -t- u)(/? arm U) 0 
for suitable CY and /3 in 1-I, eJFF(z’). I,et N == x j- ye, ui mu .v t y(I ~~ z’), 
x, y  in II1 . It is immediate that p ---\x’+ and 0101~ ZL% d. Expanding, 
we see that XJJ - yx and ,9 sy ~- a-y2 6. It is now clear that F(x, y) E 
is a subfield of If, which splits -Cr, and that 8; is quadratic over F. Thus I:’ 
is isomorphic to a subfield of li, . 
\Ve can now collect some of 0u1- assertions into the following statement: 
THEOREhl 3. Let P be a field of characteristic 2. EquizalerLt statements ape: 
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(1) Every nonsin&ar quadratic F-module M is determined up to isomor- 
phism by the invariants: dim, M, A(;lf) and C(ill). 
(2) PLf’&F) :: 0 so that F is a ,OC’, field by dejkition. 
(3) Every nonsingular quadratic F-module with dim, ;II 4 and 
A(M) = 0 is universal, namely, I, : -lir -+ 17 is suvjective. 
(4) For each quutevnion algebra II over F zcith reduced norm ;Y, there is 
an esac‘t sequence: 
z&eve H” is the group of invertible elements of H. We note that ker 11’ =m= II’ 
is the commutator subgroup of H* wheTlever F has move than 2 elements (when 
F Fz , H* is the symmetric group of degree 3 and L\: is trivial). 
(5) There is no Cayley division alzebra over F. 
Z’roof. The equivalence of (I) and (2) is a consequence of Theorem 2 
together with \Vitt’s cancellation theorem (as extended by Arf [2]). The 
equivalence of (2) and (3) is a consequence of Lemmas 4 and 5 together with 
ITTitt’s cancellation theorem. The equivalence of (3) and (4) is a consequence 
of the two observations: 
(*) Every quadratic F-module of the type described in (3) has the 
form (:a \{(b~, +- (I,)) @ (tld), and conversely. 
(*“) The underlying quadratic F-module of the quaternion algebra 
(b, c/] is the case in (*) with a = I. 
The equivalence of (4) and (5) can be seen through an extension of [4] 
to the case of characteristic 2. This fact will not be used; therefore, we leave 
out the details. 
The supplementary assertions of (4) can be seen as follows: 
Case I. II splits. H is then the 2 x 2 total matrix algebra over E;. The 
reduced norm is equivalent to the determinant map. The assertions about 
ker det ~ ker 1V are well known. 
Case 2. El does not split so that Ii is a division algebra. Let u E 11 with 
Iv(u) = UU* =- 1. u* = u is then equivalent with u = 1 or - 1. Since F’ has 
characteristic 2, this means u = 1. u’~ # u is equivalent with F(u) is separable 
quadratic over F with nontrivial automorphism carrying u onto u*. Hilbert’s 
Theorem 90 implies that u v*v Al for some v  in F(u). Since u f  1, we 
know that v* # v. IJsing the extension theorem of automorphisms, we can 
find w in II* such that ~3’ m= ZUVZL l. It is now clear that u ~= wvw~tv-r lies 
in the commutator subgroup of Ii*. 
Theorem 3 can be used in many situations. It is clearly applicable when 
F ._ ‘J?F, or when [F : F”] divides 2. Among these are: all function fields of 
one variable over a perfect field their completions; separable closure of 
function fields in any number of variables. Recall that a field F is said to bc 
(Ji if every fat-m of degree 11 in rz >, ti’ variables has a nontrivial zero. It is 
easy to SW that a c’, field F of characteristic 2 satisfics [F : F”] 22 so that 
F is PC’, ! i . The converse is easily seen to be false. 
I’XANPW 2.1. Let F be a local field of characteristic 2 (namely, k’ is the 
formal Laurent series field over a finite field). F is C, . I” :: 0 and 
12 F..‘F Z is an infinite compact vector space over F, (written multiplica- 
tivcly). II~‘,&J)/IW’&F) g F/vF is a countable discrete vector space o\-cr F, 
and IH’,,(Fj 2 ,B(F) =z F, . SIultiplication defines a bilinear map: 
This corresponds to the symbol ( ,I. A simple calculation shows that this 
pairing corresponds to the Pontryagin duality. 
Theorem 2 shows that the preceding example can be globalized by using 
results of class field theory. We will omit the details. 
~xA~IPI,I: 2.2 Let F be a function field of one variable 01 cr an algchraicall!- 
closed field of characteristic 2. ‘i’sen’s Thcorcm tells us that F is C, so that 
B(F) =-- 0. As a result F is ($7, even though both I and 6V,,,J(F) are nonzero. 
The following result can be used to facilitate the computation of IJfIV,,(F). 
We first recall that the elements a, ,..., n,, in a field F of characteristic 2 are 
said to be 2-independent over P when the 2” monomials in a, ,..., a,, (vvith 
exponents 0 or 1, the monomial I is called trivial) arc linearly independent 
over F2. 
I,r;.mra 7. Let F be a Jield of charactesistic 2. 
(1) (~lfilnor) The elements a, ,..., a, t F are 2-independent over P 11. and 
only if n {ini’ + (I:,} is nome~o. 
(2) Let a, ,..., aT1 be 2-independent in F o’uer F2. &43n element b, in F’ is a 
F2-linear combination of the 2” - I nontrivial monomials in a, ,..., a,& if and 
only ;f  there exist b, ,..., b,, in F such that n (la,; + (1): :: n {,<bi>’ -~-~ <I ). 
I’voqf. ‘I’hc proof of (I) is in [8]. 
Let ui )..., a,L t F and let L?’ ~~ Z/(6, ,..., 0,) be an extension field \vitli 
H,2 U, It is clear that [E : F] -= 2” if and only if a, ,..., a7, are 2-independent 
over F’. Assume that a1 ,..., (I, are given to be 2-independent over F2. Let 
I‘ : E -+ F be the F-linear projection which carries all the nontrivial 
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monomials in 8, ,..., 8, onto 0. Let Fl = (I) be the inner product F-module 
under multiplication in F. It is easy to see that T transfers the inner product 
E-module El = E OFF1 into the inner product F-module represented by 
the expression in (1). As such, it is nonisotropic. I f  we let t,, = <a? -f ; I , 
we then have: 
(*) t,tb = hbtb , 
(*“) t,t, = t(a+b)tob(a.+b) ; t, is interpreted as 0. 
Suppose that b, is a F2-linear combination of the 2” - 1 nontrivial mono- 
mials in a, ,..., a, . \Ve can then find a unique element x in E orthogonal to 1 
such that b, --: xx, x;. Indeed, .X is a polynomial without constant term in 
0, ,..., 0, (all exponents of Bi’s are 0 or 1). We can therefore write s as 
-4 A H0, , where il and B are polynomials in 19~ ,..., B,-, and A has no 
constant term. If  B : 0, then x is in F(B, ,..., 0,-r); we take b,, =: a,, and 
LW induction on n to find 6, ,..., 6,-i . I f  B is a polynomial in 8, ,..., tl,.., 
without constant term, then by induction we can modify a, ,..., a,_, (without 
changing the product) until we get B :: 0, . Setting b = 0, and a :: .Qn in 
(*), we may assume that B = 1. If  A is 0 we are done. If  .4 + 0, then 
induction allows us to take A = 8, . Thus b, = 0r + 0, . Setting a = 0, 
and b =- 0, in (**) finishes the argument in this case. We are left with the 
case where B is a polynotnial in 6’r ,..., B,_, with nonzero constant term. The 
case B is a nonzero constant has been taken care of already. It is now easy to 
see that we can use induction to assume B -= 1 +- 0, so that 
.v ~= .4 + (1 f  0,) 0, where A-l is a polynomial in 8, ,..., BrlPl without constant 
term. 1Ye can deduce from (1) that 
tan(l + aI)i fl {‘Cai> + Cl)) CZ (an> fl ((ai> -1. ‘:l’TI-. 
i ill icn 
This reduces the present case to the case where x = A + 8,, 
Conversely, assume the equality of the products in (2). Suppose, by 
contradiction, that 6, is not a F2-linear combination of the 2” - 1 nontrivial 
monomials in a, ,..., a, . The nonvanishing of our product implies that 6, is 
not a square. The argument of the preceding paragraph allows us to assume 
that 6, = 1 + a, . Milnor had shown that there is only one isomorphism 
between isomorphic nonisotropic inner product F-spaces [g]. The equality 
of our product shows that the orthogonal complement of (1) in the two 
decompositions must correspond under a unique isomorphism. Clearly, 
b, --= (1 + 0, , 1 + @,> and (1, I +-- 0,) = 1 # 0. This is a contradiction 
because b, == (y, y) for a suitable y  in E with (y, 1) = 0. 
It is well known that if a field F is Ci , then every function field in one 




hAhlPLE 2.3 Let F be a field of characteristic 2 with [F : Fa] = 2” <r: cc 
Let s be an indeterminate over F. The field E F(x) is QC,, z but not 
C,C,l . However, F can be QC, 
To see this we observe that [E : P] = 2”“. Consequently, I(E)‘,’ A 0, 
so that B is QC,l~, . Let a, ,.,., a, be a 2-basis for F over F”. It is easv to see 
that JJ {(a,> + (1)) @ (riJ) is nonisotropic, hence nonzero. Thus B is not 
3. In this section we examine the Galois cohomology of (T,,-the Galois 
group of the separable algebraic closure E over a field F of characteristic 2. 
The case of a field of characteristic not 2 had been considered in [7]. \Ve will 
leave out the group (CF whenever there is no confusion. The action of GF 
will be the obvious one. 
LEMMA 1. Let F be a jkld of characteristic 2. IP(F,) = Fz; iP(F,) z 
F/!JtF .z lJ7,,d(F)/lW’on(F) canonically; and Hi(F,) = 0 for i > 1. 
This can be proved by looking at the long scquencc associated to the short 
exact sequence of Gi,-modules: 
\I‘e recall that the additive (,j,-module E is cohomologically trivial. 
We now examine the following exact nine diagram of GF-modules: 
1 I I 
1 1 I 
where 2 denotes the squaring map. 
Taking cohomology of (SF , we obtain a doubly infinite array of groups 
with exact rows and columns. All these groups are torsion groups. The 
squaring map induces multiplication by 2 on the additively written cohomol- 
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ogy groups. We can examine the 2-primary component and the odd-primary 
component of the cohomology groups separately. The kernel of the squaring 
map consists of elements of order at most 2. The squaring map is surjective 
if and only if the 2-primary component is isomorphic to a direct sum of the 
2-primary component of Q/z. The squaring map is injective if and only if 
the 2-primary component is 0. Using Lemma 1 above and the Lemma 1 of 
the preceding section together with diagram chasing lead to the following 
assertions: 
(1) H1(E’IEY’!F’) = 0; H”(E/F)z =: 0, h w ere the subscript 2 indicates 
2-primary component. 
(2) There is an exact commutative nine-diagram: 
0 0 0 
1 ! i 
0 ---, IpJ(E'/E"F') -----f H'(B"F'), A--t W(E','FI;'), --+ 0 
1 i i 
0 -- N'(F.;F':') -------f H”(p)2 -'2+ II"( p----f 0 
1 1 1 





The first column consists of vector spaces over F, so that the sequence splits. 
The next 2 columns consist of direct sums of copies of (Q/Z),; they split 
vertically. The number of summands in each row is the same as the dimension 
of the entry in the first column as a vector space over F, . H1(E/E2) ~= ,B(F); 
W-(E), = B(F)z is divisible; and the vertical map in the lower left hand 
corner corresponds to the symbol map of Lemma 1 in Section 2. 
(3) There is an exact commutative ladder where all the vertical maps 
are isomorphisms: 
0 p-----f I12(E','E'2) -- WyE'), >+ H3(E’), ------me+ H3(E’) -..-+ . . . 
(4) HO(E'/F.)= fP(F.)g Hom(Ei,, F'); W(F') for i # 2 has no 
2-torsion. 
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(5) There is a long exact sequence: (subscript 0 indicates odd primary 
component) 
(6) W’(E’/E’2) gg E2FF’I’E.2 g F./F+ -g l!P. 
@mtion. Are there any cohomological interpretations of 1” 1’1 r for 
n 2 1, or of I” ~~~,,(E’)i’l”-ilW,,,(F) for- n ;- 1 ? 
\\‘e conclude this section with one more question: 
Qz~e~tiwr: IYhat are the cohomology groups associated to the sequence 
of CC,,-modules 
\Ve observe that the last map is a graded ring homomorphism. Our analysts 
correspond to an examination of the sequences when the grading n is 0 or 1. 
/z,E is isomorphic to I(kJ2/1(L) ; 3 while k,,E is surjectivelv mapped onto 
/(E)“/I(E)” t for all 72. 
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